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 Facial Imaging is one of the most technologically innovative 

methods available to MR professionals. Yet designing and 

interpreting facial imaging studies still requires creative 

insight and understanding of business objectives. It’s a 

method where the art and science of MR truly meet –

opening up exciting possibilities. 

 This PDF, part one of a two part introduction, provides a 

brief overview of the technology behind facial imaging 

research and shows what kinds of outputs and 

interpretation are possible for basic “single stimuli” testing 

applications.

 Part two, a separate PDF, shows its use with multiple 

stimuli and outlines six advanced applications for facial 

imaging. It argues that the real power of the technology will 

be found in applications that go far beyond simple testing.
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The Art & Science of  Facial 

Imaging For Market Research



The Facial Imaging technology we know 

best is from Swiss company: nViso (N.B. All 

charts , examples and measures in this presentation are 

based on nViso’s system. Terminology, measures and 

processes used by other providers may differ )

Several  examples used are based on pan-

Asian AsiaEmotion™ research conducted 

in collaboration with Cimigo, one of Asia’s 

leading brand & research agencies

Other examples shown are based on 

research sponsored by Saatchi & Saatchi 

and SSI

We would like to acknowledge these 

agencies for their leading-edge thinking 

and support in developing understanding 

of Facial Imaging’s potential.
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Gordon & McCallum helps 

clients use innovative 

techniques to  deliver 

superior research value. 

A key focus area has been on new ways to 

understand and apply emotion research to 

enhance brand and product marketing.

Facial Imaging represents one of several new 

tools that help understand the subtleties of 

consumer response. This presentation 

outlines how it works and why its unique 

features make it important. 

For a no-obligation discussion on how we can help 

enhance your research capabilities contact 

info@gordon-mccallum.com

http://www.nviso.ch/
http://www.asiaemotion.com/
http://www.cimigo.com/en/client
mailto: info@gordon-mccallum.com
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Any human can 

interpret these viewers 

reactions from their 

expressions

Facial Imaging (also called Facial 

Coding) is a technology that 

interprets facial expressions more 

precisely and enables measurement 

on a massive scale



 Based around specific theories and analysis 
frameworks that link facial expressions to 
emotional response. Advanced systems measure 
tiny micro-expressions (not just smiles)

 It differs from implicit MR methods as the 
respondent does not have to carry out any tasks, 
move dials, or choose pictures

 Unlike eye-tracking it focuses on emotions 
evoked, not where the respondent is gazing

 Compared to EEG and similar neuroscience 
methods, it is non-intrusive, needing no special 
equipment or technicians

 Some companies have specialized in the manual 
coding of videos based on similar theories. Unlike 
these, facial imaging is automated, can be 
directly integrated into large-scale offline and 
online projects, and so is highly scalable
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Facial Imaging in Market 

Research uses science-

based, validated technology 

to directly and passively 

measure emotional reaction 

to marketing stimuli (videos, 

concepts, logos etc.)



 This new technology has made major advances in the 

last 3 years

 The core theories on which the method is based are long 

established in academia.

 Versions of the technology (often called facial coding or 

recognition) are used globally by MR agencies like GfK and 

Millward Brown.

 Many papers showing methods and results have been 

published (ESOMAR and others)

 Gordon & McCallum have undertaken in-depth analysis 

of facial imaging projects conducted in the USA, 

Germany, Italy, Australia, New Zealand, China, India, 

Vietnam, Indonesia, Hong Kong and elsewhere: in all of 

these we have seen results that are meaningful and 

uniquely revealing.

 The method has advanced well beyond “experimental’
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There’s a lot of talk going around about emotion and marketing. 

Yet we remain relatively poor at measuring consumers’ emotional response.

Most conventional research methods are subject to biases:

• Respondents give inaccurate or misleading response,

• Surveys often show poor discrimination

• Traditional methods may well be biased against emotive marketing approaches



Mismatch
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≠



Dials: “Hmm – that scene 

seems like a ’66’ ”
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Implicit: Images or Metaphors

“Yep – he deserves a smiley face”

Whether we ask people 

about stimuli directly, or use 

dial or image association, 

respondents have to think
then complete a task.

Any task requiring a 

conscious decision dilutes 

emotional response

Surveys: 

“Is it “somewhat or 

very good”?



5. Analysis: Emotion can be related to survey questions, (demogs, purchase intent 

etc.) plus stimuli content and style. 
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1. Show Stimuli 2.  Record Consumer 

Watching

3.  nViso 

tracks tiny 

changes in 

facial micro-

expressions

4.  Software relates 

expressions to 

emotional response

6.  Result: Better depth & accuracy with fewer questions & faster results.  



 Universal expressions of emotion

 Facial Action Coding System decodes expressions

 Software processes and analyses
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Facial Imaging is based on well validated theory of how our faces 

express emotions – Dr Paul Ekman & others 



nViso Software:
Swiss company, 

Development supported 

by Swiss Govt. investment
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Science Based &  Automated

Key Point: Good facial imaging software measures 

tiny movements in muscles under the skin – not just 

big expressions like a wide smile etc.

188



Yet, basic emotions are universal. Facial imaging software 

is adapted to handle cultural/ethnic differences.

© Images Estée Lauder, Fair Use Claimed. 
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East Asians 

tend to 

express 

emotion 

with 

muscles 

around the 

eyes

Europeans 

tend to 

use 

muscles 

around 

the mouth



Introduction

•Any basic usage questions/screeners etc. (optional)

•Agreement to be filmed (required)

Show 
Stimuli

•Software sets up webcam and passively 
records reaction

Other 
questions 
(optional)

•Depends on project 
objectives
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• Cloud based software linked into a standard questionnaire

• Can be CLT/Mall venue or Online 

• No special hardware or software installation required (just webcam)



(A) Analysing “single stimuli" studies
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We’ll start by showing how to interpret 

results for a single stimuli.

These examples are for finished TV ads, but 

similar principles apply to Concepts, 

Animatics, and the whole range of videos 

and media

The real value of facial imaging however, 

comes when you go beyond simple “single 

stimuli” analysis and utilise its unique 

capability to compare a wide range of 

material (see part 2 PDF)
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A facial imaging study of a video 

produces tracking data – showing 

second-by-second change in emotional 

state (averaged across the sample) .

You need to understand objectives  

and story-line to assess whether 

emotions are appropriate. In this bank 

ad sadness dominates. It is unlikely -

but possible - that creators of such a 

bank ad will want to leave people 

feeling somewhat sad.
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First sadness peak coincides with negative part of 

voice-over (“people in dire straights”, “raising 

mortgages”). But sadness does not dissipate later.

Branding/Logo Appears!! 
Happiness dives, Sadness soars. 

Sometimes emotional reaction 

implies part of the “problem” may lie 

with the brand, not the execution!

Relating response to 

scenes allows specific 

issues to be identified 

and addressed

A shot where a tractor and bus 

seem likely to collide coincides 

with change in emotional tone. 

Happiness drops, sadness, then 

surprise rise. Distracts from 

following the key voice-over.

Short scenes like this can create 

unexpected subconscious impacts 

which are  difficult for creatives to 

anticipate in advance.
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EACH “EMOTION” IS REALLY A DIMENSION:
E.G. “FEAR” CAN RANGE BETWEEN TERROR AND 
MILD APPREHENSION.

PRIMARY EMOTIONS ARE LIKE PRIMARY COLOURS:

WHEN EMOTIONS OCCUR IN COMBINATION, THEY 

CAN INDICATE “SECONDARY” EMOTIONS. E.G.:

Happiness Surprise DELIGHT

Fear Sadness DESPAIR

Context, amount and level of emotional response, plus supplementary analysis help emotion researchers 

‘decode’ these factors. 

(Visualization by Markus Drews)
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 Facial imaging can be 

undertaken with large sample 

sizes.

 Our results indicate that 

emotional response can vary 

markedly by key groups –often 

not in the expected direction!

 It turns out it’s fairly easy to 

annoy key target groups!

 The sample size for a facial 

imaging study should allow for 

analysis by target audience.
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Coca-Cola Ad From China: A specific scene drives 

very high levels of response among females

(If you’d like to see more on our analysis of this ad, compared to 

a contemporary one for Sprite in the same market

see the full article "Soft-Drinks - Soft-Sell")

http://asiaemotion.com/2013/07/30/soft-drinks-soft-sell-emotional-engagement-the-chinese-consumer/
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Since basic analyses are automated, feedback is fast and precise.  

Results can be viewed online in a browser soon after fieldwork. In 

this example we can see which scenes in a Pantene TVC are driving 

Anger/Annoyance among younger viewer (blue line).

Interactive analysis lets you 

drill-down and see where 

reaction differs between 

sub-groups.

Filter by sub-group

… or by specific emotion

View scene & results for each second



 Part two of this introduction provides more example analyses and ideas 

for using facial imaging as part of more sophisticated research designs.

 It is available as a separate  PDF – contact Gordon & McCallum at:

info@gordon-mccallum if you do not have access to it.

 Read on for more FAQ’s about Facial Imaging and how Gordon & 

McCallum provides support for clients wishing to try out the technology.
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mailto:info@gordon-mccallum?subject=Query On Part Two of Facial Imaging Introduction


 Can you measure other kinds of feelings/emotions? There are limitations, but 
experienced emotion researchers can extrapolate a range of other reactions 
(e.g. “Despair” or “Delight”) by looking at combinations of the the primary 
emotions.

 What kind of stimuli? Videos are easiest, but we’ve worked with Concepts, 
Images and Voice. Work in this area has also been done on fragrances. Special 
designs are needed for Concept, Labels etc. 

 Do beards, glasses etc. matter? No. The face and eyes need to be visible and 
you have to sit in front of the camera. Smoking, eating, talking or wearing 
sunglasses is out however.

 Age Range? It is possible to work with children as young as five. No upper limit 
has been identified (wrinkles don’t matter!).

 Can it be embedded in websites, used in-store, on billboards, integrated with 
eye-tracking, or with pre-recorded films etc.? There are a range of more 
advanced applications being experimented with. If you’d like to discuss your 
objectives, give us a call. 

 Other Questions? Contact info@gordon-mccallum.com
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mailto:info@gordon-mccallum.com?subject=Query Regarding Facial Imaging


 At the fundamental level, any competent qualified market researcher (with some IT 

support) can work with a technology company like nViso to setup a study and 

interpret results. We can facilitate that if that is what you require

 In addition Gordon & McCallum can:

 Provide interpretation & consulting support to guide you through your first few 

studies

 Provide staff training and on-going back-up to help build up your in-house 

capabilities

 Support more complex studies to combine facial imaging results with survey 

data and parallel studies (Qualitiative, eye-tracking etc.)

 Help create and implement advanced research designs incorporating facial 

imaging

 Help MR agencies develop and deliver new research solutions using Facial 

Imaging as a platform
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 Gordon & McCallum partners have worked on in-depth analysis of 

facial imaging data for several years and have spoken or published 

widely on emotion research. We know as much as anyone about 

the implementation of this technology in Market Research.

 We are a research consultancy, set up  explicitly to help our clients 

utilise research more effectively. We are not a MR agency, and are 

happy to collaborate with MR companies, advertising  agencies, 

and research users to create superior research solutions.

 We provide independent, expert advice in emotion and consumer-

decision making research.

 We work on individual projects, or provide expert support for 

clients wishing to develop their own Facial Imaging based research 

services.

 We can advise whether facial imaging research is apporpriate and 

offer alternative solutions if necessary.

 We can help design a study utllising facial imaging for a range of 

purposes and assist with analysis and interpretation.
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Find out more about 

Facial Imaging and 

Gordon & McCallum: 

Contact:  

info@gordon-mccallum.com

for a no obligation discussion.

mailto:info@gordon-mccallum.com


 A recent Pan-Asian study: AsiaEmotion (website: AsiaEmotion.com), carried out by Gordon 

& McCallum in conjunction with Cimigo and nViso, looked at 75 ads from “everyday” 

categories across 5 major Asian markets. Example case studies showing outputs and 

interpretation can be found here: 

 On the same website we provide an example of the kind of lessons for advertising that 

can be drawn from such cross-category/market studies: 

9 Essentials For Advertising In Asia

 On Gordon & McCallum’s Research.Opinionated.Insightful site we reproduce the above 

case studies, and also:

1. In the “Landscape of Emotions” we discuss why “average” measures of 

communications effectiveness disguise too much of value, and how facial imaging 

helps paint a more creatively useful picture.

2. In Men & Women Watching Ads – Different Markets or Different Species? we 

examine the huge variation in response between males and females revealed by 

facial imaging research.
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http://asiaemotion.com/
http://asiaemotion.com/9-essentials-for-advertsing-in-asia/
http://gordonandmccallum.wordpress.com/
http://gordonandmccallum.wordpress.com/2012/02/22/the-landscape-of-emotion/#more-947
http://gordonandmccallum.wordpress.com/2012/06/22/men-women-watching-ads-different-markets-or-different-species/
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